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1. Introduction 
In June 2019, Continuum Sport and Leisure (Continuum) and Festivals and 
International Events (FEI) were commissioned by Hastings Borough 
Council (the Council) to undertake an options appraisal study for leisure 
and cultural facilities as part of the Bohemia masterplan. The Council 
were keen to be armed with detailed and robust information to help 
inform their planning and decision making in relation to any potential 
future developments of leisure and cultural facilities within the Bohemia 
area. In May 2019, ahead of commissioning the study and circulating the 
subsequent brief, the Council had set out the need for both the 
recognition of the importance of Bohemia and the need to undertake 
more detailed research into the opportunities and costs associated with 
any development of the study site to Cabinet. In order to explore the 
feasibility of developing the site, identify options that are available, 
highlight the demand for facilities, illustrate the impact that they can 
have in the local area and explore the potential financial issues and 
opportunities that are associated with any scheme, the Consultant Team 
have undertaken a detailed review process to assist the Council with their 
decision making regarding the long-term future of the leisure and cultural 
facilities.  
 
The focus of the study has been to investigate the most effective and 
efficient potential redevelopment options for Summerfields Leisure 
Centre, White Rock Theatre and the outdoor leisure and recreation 
facilities in Bohemia.  
 
This strategic report sets out the options appraisal with the focus on the 
financial analysis and business planning in order to assist the Bohemia 
Project Team in assessing the potential financial impact of any proposed 
investment. 
 
It should be noted that since the commission in June 2019 there have 
been some notable changes in a number of internal and external factors. 

Internally, the Council has had further budget reviews and key financial 
challenges for projected future budgets. Externally the Treasury 
Announcement in October 2019 means there is a rise in the interest rates 
for the Public Loans Works Board. The Council are however committed to 
the future regeneration and development of this important project.  
 
Whilst challenges remain, the potential future development of the 
Bohemia area in Hastings and the options to develop new leisure and 
cultural facilities and venues represents a very real and exciting 
opportunity for Hastings.   
 
In the current climate of financial and political uncertainty, the Consultant 
Team are confident that with strong leadership and robust long-term, 
non-partisan decision making focused on working towards further 
technical and financial certainty, the redevelopment of leisure and 
cultural facilities can have a lasting positive impact on the town.   
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2. Scope of the Study 
 
2.1 Context 
The Council have to date devoted notable effort and resources into 
developing the Bohemia project to be placed as the heartbeat of 
regeneration within the town. This study’s priority aim is to “generate a 
critical mass of activity that is deliverable and distinctive whilst at the 
same time, creating a high quality cultural and leisure destination with a 
strong sense of place and good connections with the wider area.”  The 
study highlights two key areas for development, which are the leisure and 
cultural offer.  The Council have outlined the desired outcomes they want 
to achieve regarding the leisure offer, which are:  
o Improved and rationalised outdoor sports facilities 
o To generate income and minimise public subsidy  
o Increased appeal and enhanced access for a wider range of users, 

reaching out to local communities particularly inactive residents and 
disadvantaged groups 

o Positive impact on health and wellbeing outcomes and increased 
participation in sport and physical activity 

o ‘Top end’ product to provide enhanced tourism and regional offer, 
including its perception as a wet weather attraction  

o Evidence based programming 
 
With regard to the cultural offer for Bohemia, the study scope sets out 
that the White Rock theatre is considered an outdated theatre that is 
unfit for purpose and does not meet the aspirations of the Council. The 
Council stated that it would like a building that meets the following 
needs:  
o A presenting theatre which provides exciting, magical and inspiring 

experiences for everyone  
o A theatre which has a strong emphasis on quality in everything that it 

does  

o A theatre which presents a diverse professional programme, and 
which actively supports and encourages local performers 

o A home for amateur groups to present their work to local audiences 
o A theatre which delivers an active community, education and 

outreach programme, developing participation and audiences, 
particularly in the most deprived areas of the town 

o A theatre which actively collaborates with other cultural partners, 
including subsidized organisations looking for residency opportunities 

o A theatre which has the design and size to do all of the above 
 
The scope of the study sets the clear aspirations the Council has for the 
study site to become the heartbeat of the town’s regeneration, bringing 
forward an underutilised area into a place for people to work, live and 
visit. During this project we have constantly reviewed and revisited this 
brief to ensure the overall approach and emerging recommendations 
remain aligned with the Council’s vision for Bohemia.  
 
2.2 Sport England Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance  
The brief has also been shaped and influenced by the recent Sport 
England guidance on Strategic Outcomes with the Council keen to 
ensure that the study focuses on the need to ensure a clear evidence 
base and a strategic approach to developing community facilities.  
Whilst the model has been developed by  Sport England with the focus 
on facilities for sport and physical activity, it can be equally applied to 
the development of cultural facilities and the important and positive 
impact that they can and do have on the wellbeing and the 
attractiveness of an area and its communities.  
 
The Sport England guidance is summarised in the diagram below. The 
model describes the stages and approach needed to ensure investment 
best meets local strategic outcomes and the needs of the community, 
but importantly recognises the challenges faced in terms of resourcing 
and developing large-scale capital projects. The guidance clearly states 
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that projects need to be achievable and sustainable which, as detailed 
within this strategic report, has remained at the forefront of our 
thinking when discussing the facilities and options on our study site. 

 
Figure 2.1: Sport England Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance 

 
 
This brief and the delivery of this options appraisal cover Stages 2 and 3 
of the Sport England model.  The Council have set the outcomes 
associated with the study and have invested notable time and 
resources into assessing the wider needs of the town and its population 
through its various key strategies and policies. The Consultant Team 
have identified the leading strategic objectives and set out how the 
proposed interventions will have the greatest impact on the leading 
objectives. By considering a range of facility and service interventions 
across the broad range of provision, completing Stage 3 will identify the 
optimal and sustainable mix of facility and service intervention. This will 

enable the Bohemia Project Team to work towards a future 
commitment that is deliverable and will ensure significant 
improvements and benefits for the town.   

 
2.3 DCMS and ACE Strategic Framework for Culture 
The national context for the Culture and Creative Economy is set out by 
the DCMS and Arts Council England. The Culture White Paper (DCMS 
2016) makes the case for culture’s important role in place-making, in 
driving economic growth, in talent and skills development and in 
promoting Brand Britain. It also makes a pledge that everyone should 
have the opportunity to enjoy the opportunities culture offers at all 
stages of their lives and for wherever they live.  Arts Council England’s 
Draft Strategy for 2020-2030  is to enable more people to take 
advantage of more opportunities to develop and express their 
creativity, to support them to access the widest possible range of high-
quality culture, and ultimately to help create a country in which 
creativity and culture enrich the lives of every one of us. 

 
2.4 Study Site 

The overall study site has multiple users and user groups located there 

with both formal and informal arrangements in place. There are a number 

of formal arrangements in the form of leases that are currently in place 

on the study site.   

 

 

 

 

 

.  
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3. Methodology and Approach 
To ensure the development of a detailed and robust options appraisal 
and associated recommendations, the Consultant Team deployed a multi-
stage methodology that sought to meet both the needs of the Council 
brief as well as follow the Sport England guidance. An overview of the 
approach is set out within this section.  

 
3.1 Desk Based Review  
A significant amount of research, statistical information and strategic 
documentation has been analysed and reviewed by the Consultant Team 
during this project. This information has provided background data and 
context about the population and demographic make-up, current 
participation trends and the existing supply of leisure and cultural 
facilities within Hastings and neighbouring areas. This background 
research also includes the review of strategies and action plans that have 
been published by a range of national, county-wide and local bodies and 
organisations. It has been undertaken as a way of highlighting the 
strategic relevance of our study site to a wide range of partners and 
stakeholders. Information has also been provided by the centre’s 
operator Freedom Leisure and the theatre’s operator HQ Theatres 
relating to the current and historical management of the buildings. This 
data has been reviewed, analysed and used to inform the consultation 
sessions as well as the facility mix and financial options for the site. A 
summary of the key strategies and policies is provided in Section 4 of this 
strategic report to indicate the breadth of support and alignment to key 
strategic documents and policies, which will both influence and be 
influenced by the future development of the facilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2 Consultation with Key Stakeholders 
A key part of this study has been a detailed consultation process with key 
partners and stakeholders. The Consultant Team were keen to ensure 
that this process sought the views of a wide range of individuals and 
organisations. The Consultant Team undertook several face-to-face and 
telephone interviews with key stakeholders. These interviews centred 
around standardised and bespoke questions for each of the consultees in 
order to gain their insight and opinions on the Bohemia development and 
the potential development of facilities at the site.  

 
In order to gain the views and opinions of a wider range of partners and 
potential users of the facilities at the leisure centre, the Consultant Team 
also developed an online community club survey which was sent to a 
number of locally based sports clubs/organisations.   

 
Additionally, the Consultant Team undertook two sector specific 
workshops to engage a number of wider stakeholders in the process. In 
August 2019, FEI invited the leading stakeholders of the Hastings cultural 
scene to discuss the facility mix and demand within the town to help 
understand the local opinion. In September 2019, Continuum held a 
sports and leisure workshop which helped to gain insight into the local 
population’s view on the leisure facilities currently available in the town.  

 
The findings of the consultation process and the responses to the online 
questionnaires have been analysed and are also incorporated into the 
consultation findings. An overview of the partners consulted, and key 
outcomes are provided in Section 5 of this report. 
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3.3 Concept Designs, Options Appraisal, Business Case and Affordability  
Following the detailed analysis of the findings from the consultation 
process the Consultant Team identified a number of options, working 
closely with the Bohemia Project Team. Additionally, these were then 
subject to concept designs and indicative cost planning exercises.  

 
Continuum has worked within the Consultant Team to develop a range of 
potential development options for the Council to consider for Bohemia. 
As a result of this process, a number of initial concept designs and spatial 
plans have been prepared to illustrate the different options for the site. 
Cost Consultants have also been an integral part of the Consultant Team 
and have prepared the outline, indicative capital costs for each of the 
options presented. Following on from this, the Consultant Team has 
undertaken an options appraisal for the study site. A key element of the 
options appraisal exercise that has been undertaken is the development 
of outline business plans illustrating the associated revenue implications 
for each of the options. The options are then subject to qualitative and 
quantitative financial analysis to present a series of initial 
recommendations and provide the Council with a range of options to 
discuss and agree a way forward for the site.  

 
3.4 Client and Council Member Review  
Throughout the study the Consultant Team have presented the key 
findings at specific milestones with the Bohemia Project Team, the 
Bohemia Project Board (responsible for overseeing all development 
within the Bohemia Area) and with lead members for Regeneration, 
Culture and Tourism, Housing, Leisure and Community Engagement and 
the Leader of the Council. Key findings and emerging priorities have been 
relayed and debated within these different forums and feedback and 
direction from the Council has been sought throughout these stages. The 
Consultant Team have ensured that each key milestone has been 
developed in partnership within these forums to ensure a truly shared 
and owned options appraisal study.  
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4. Strategic Context 
An integral part of the review process for the study has been the review 
and analysis of key strategic documents at a national, regional and local 
level to assess how the overall potential development for leisure and 
culture can meet the wider strategic needs of national, regional and local 
policy for Hastings. Any proposed development set out in the study aims 
to redevelop leisure and cultural facilities on the study site to serve 
market demand and strategic need across Hastings. As such, it will 
contribute to the delivery of a wide range of strategies covering health 
and wellbeing, physical activity, tourism and visitor economy, skills, 
employment and education, regeneration and growth in a priority area 
both for Hastings and on a national scale.  
 
The strategies reviewed within the overall study include:  
 
4.1 At the national level: 
o DCMS - Sporting Future: A new strategy for an Active Nation (2015) 
o Sport England - Towards an Active Nation (2016) 
o Public Health England - Everybody Active, Everyday (2014) 
o DCMS - Cultural White Paper (2016)  
o Arts Council England - Shaping the Next Ten Years (2019)  
 
4.2 At an East Sussex region level: 
o Active Sussex Strategy (2018-2023) 
o East Sussex Cultural Strategy (2013-2023) 
o Children and Young People’s Emotional Health and Well Being Local 

Transformation Plan (2015-2020) 
o East Sussex Growth Strategy (2014-2020) 
o East Sussex Strategic Partnership - Health and Wellbeing Strategy 

(2016-2019)  
o East Sussex County Council - One Council Property Asset 

Management Plan (2013-18) 
o East Sussex County Council - Council Plan (2019/20) 

o East Sussex County Council - Local Transport Plan (2016/17-2020/21) 
o East Sussex Joint Need Assessment - Focus on East Sussex (2018) 
o Skills East Sussex – Activity Plan (2017-20) 

 
4.3 At the local borough level: 
o Hastings and St Leonard’s Play Space Strategy (2015-2017) 
o Hastings Local Football Facility Plan (May 2019) 
o Hastings and Rother Playing Pitch Strategy (2016) 
o Hastings Leisure Facilities Strategy 2009-2020 (2015 Refresh) 
o Hastings Borough Council - Seafront Strategy (2015) 
o Culture-Led Regeneration Strategy (2016-2021): A Strategy for 

Hastings 
o Hastings and Rother Clinical Commissioning group – Local Need and 

Assets Profile (2016) 
o Destination Hastings – Future High Street Vision 
o Hastings Town Centre and Bohemia Area Action Plan (July 2018) 
o Department for Education - Hastings Opportunity Area 2017-2020 

(Social mobility) 
o White Rock and Bohemia: A Strategy for the future of the White Rock 

Area, Hastings (July 2017) 
o Hastings Planning Strategy Plan: The Hastings Local Plan 2011-2028 
o Hastings Corporate Plan (2019/20) 

 
As part of the overall study, this wide range of strategies, policies and 
plans have been examined. Relevant key messages have been taken from 
each document along with key outcomes and actions which the proposed 
facility developments can support. This process helps to demonstrate that 
plans for the development of new facilities for leisure and culture within 
Bohemia are of strategic relevance to a wide range of groups and 
organisations. This will help to ensure that they are well-used, benefit a 
wide range of community users and potentially attract investment from 
partner organisations. 
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Whilst any decisions regarding the potential redevelopment of a new 
leisure centre, facilities and a cultural venue for Hastings will be governed 
by financial viability and affordability, the wider community benefit and 
the ability of the site to play an increased role in helping the Council meet 
aspirations across a wide range of agendas should not be overlooked. 
Investment into community facilities will support the Council’s work 
against their own corporate aims and ambitions and also provide the 
regeneration of a key area that can have a lasting, long-term impact on 
strategic objectives. It is important for the Council to continue to engage 
the various key partners and organisations to ensure a continued 
strategic alignment with appropriate objectives.  
 
The wider value of participation in leisure and culture is recognised across 
a range of policy areas, including health, crime, education, employment 
and regeneration. Bohemia already accommodates strategically 
important facilities within Hastings, and it is essential to ensure that it can 
continue to support the work of a range of local and national partners. 
The study site has the potential to support a sustained increase in leisure 
and culture and the arts for local people. Engaging a wide range of 
partner organisations that can potentially support aspects of the capital 
development, as well as the delivery of quality opportunities, will be of 
great benefit to the leisure and cultural landscape.  
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5. Consultation  
Consultation has been at the heart of this options appraisal and master 
planning process and has assisted in shaping the overall development 
planning for both leisure and culture. The Council recognise the 
importance of engaging with various partners across both sectors as part 
of the overall approach to the study. 
 
The process has involved a large number of individuals and stakeholders 
from Hastings Borough Council, East Sussex County Council, Theatre and 
Leisure Centre operators, National Governing Bodies of Sport, the 
community clubs on site, other local stakeholder groups and members of 
the local community.  
 
The Consultant Team have been engaging with key stakeholders 
throughout the process, undertaking the following:  
o Stakeholder workshops with the council members. 
o Stakeholder workshops with the leading community sports clubs and 

cultural groups within Hastings.  
o Survey of the leading community sports clubs to gauge demand of 

facilities. 
o Consultation with National Governing Bodies on funding, facility 

development and the supply and demand in Hastings.  
o Consultation with key stakeholders and partners for sport and culture 

both internal and external to the Council and planning, economic 
development, leisure, tourism, estates and regeneration within the 
Council.  

 
5.1 Tier One Consultation 
This stage of consultation was completed mainly via face to face 
interviews and included major stakeholders involved in this project.  This 
tier of consultation enabled the Consultant Team to get a clearer picture 
of Hastings, the project and ensure a good understanding of where it is 

placed within Hastings priorities.  These leading influential stakeholders 
included the following:  
o Hastings Borough Council Regeneration Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Major Projects Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Planning Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Estates Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Finance Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Museum and Cultural Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Leisure Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Economic Development Team 
o Hastings Borough Council Housing, Leisure and Community 

Engagement Portfolio Holder 
o Hastings Borough Council Deputy Leader of the Council and 

Regeneration, Culture and Tourism 
o Sport England 
o Arts Council England 
o Freedom Leisure  
o HQ Theatres 
o East Sussex County Council Transport and Highways Team 
o East Sussex County Council Director of Public Health 
o East Sussex County Council Economic Development Team 
o East Sussex County Council Education and Employability Team 
o East Sussex County Council Cultural Team 
o Hastings and Rother CCG Health Inequalities Programme Manager 
 
Key Findings  
We have highlighted the key findings that represent the balance of views 
we found during our tier one consultation below:  
o Strategically important site and considered very important for the 

regeneration of the town. The leading aspirations of the Council were 
noted that the priority was to deliver new facilities and not refurbish 
the current provision. 
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o Hastings’ current health statistics are extremely poor and are 
continually getting worse year on year in comparison to neighbouring 
boroughs. As part of the discussion around the health statistics in 
Hastings, there were several conversations around the co-location of 
other services and facilities on the study site.  

o Although this project is vital for the regeneration of the town, there 
were several concerns surrounding the affordability and cost of the 
project due to the Council’s financial position. 

o  
, it was noted that the building should be 

outward looking, engaging and sensitively integrated into the site’s 
topography, whilst considering the views from the pier and the castle. 

o It was noted that the site had considerable potential constraints due 
to the topography and location of the site.  

o  
 

.  
o The White Rock Theatre is no longer fit for current purpose and has 

little or no potential for economic refurbishment in line with the 
cultural centre and aspirations described in the brief. 

o  
 
 
 

  
     

 
 

.  
 
5.2 Tier Two Consultation 
This stage of consultation was completed via telephone and included 
partners interested in and affected by this project. This tier of 

consultation was to enable us to get a clearer picture of Hastings and the 
surrounding areas to ensure alignment to wider strategic objectives and 
environment of the town. This tier of consultation included the following 
stakeholders: 
o Active Sussex 
o East Sussex College 
o Rother District Council Leisure Team 
o Wave Leisure (Eastbourne) 
o Hastings and Rother Disability Forum 
o One You East Sussex 
o Hastings’ Business Improvement District 
o Boyley Skate Park 
o Y Centre (YMCA) 
o Locate Sussex 
o Eastbourne Theatres  
o Theatres Trust  
o De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill  
o Hastings Contemporary and Chair of Hastings and Rother Cultural 

Leaders Group  
o Museum and Cultural Development Manager and Arts and Cultural 

Development Officer – Hastings Borough Council  
o Stephen Browning Associates 
o Didcot Cornerstone Arts Centre  
o Tunbridge Wells Assembly Hall Theatre 
o Creative Folkestone  
 
National Governing Bodies of Sport  
o Swim England  
o England Hockey 
o England and Wales Cricket Board / Sussex County Cricket 
o Football Association / Sussex County Football Association 
o Lawn Tennis Association  
o England Squash  
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o Badminton England 
o England Netball 
o Volleyball England 
o Table Tennis England 
o British Judo 
o British Cycling 
o Bowls Development Alliance 
o Petanque England 
o England Boxing  
o England Athletics 
o Parkour UK 
o British Gymnastics 
o British Fencing 
o Floorball UK 
 
Key Findings 
We have highlighted the key findings identified during our tier two 
consultation below:  
o  

 
 
 

o Active Sussex were very supportive of this project due to the need for 
new and improved facilities within Hastings.  

o East Sussex College were supportive of the development.  
 
 
 

. 
o Consultation found that it was important for the site to be accessible 

for all in the community, including people with a limiting disability. 
o It was noted that the programmes being run at the leisure centre and 

the new cultural venue need to consider the demographic of 

Hastings. Consultees noted that cost is a considerable issue due to 
the high levels of deprivation in the town. 

o Consultation found that there is a significant demand for BMX and 
the Skateboard industry with international organisations being 
located within Hastings.  

 
 - expanding the offer was seen as needed 

locally. 
o The Sussex FA highlighted the need for further 3G provision, which 

has been noted within the Playing Pitch Strategy and Football Facility 
Plan.  

o LTA has highlighted that Hastings is a priority area for indoor tennis 
and the enhancement of park tennis offer. Table Tennis England 
noted that they would be interested in taking the PING programme to 
Hastings, which would encourage casual table tennis participation.  

o  
 
 

.   
 
5.3 Tier Three Consultation 
This stage of consultation was completed via an online club survey for 
sport teams and clubs and through public workshops, completed for both 
leisure and culture. The club survey was sent out via Active Hastings to 
engage with clubs that use facilities within the borough. For both public 
workshops, we invited key stakeholders from each sector to attend.  Both 
the online survey and public workshops gave the opportunity to hear the 
views of the public stakeholders who are involved within the sector in 
Hastings and the surrounding areas. This tier of consultation enabled us 
to get detailed insight into each sector within Hastings and help us 
comprehend local issues and aspirations.   
 
5.3.1 Sports Club Survey 
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Online surveys were sent to 72 local sports clubs and organisations as 
part of the consultation process with individual contact information for 
the clubs sourced via the Council, Freedom Leisure and the Active 
Hastings team. The surveys gave the clubs the opportunity to give their 
views on current provision for sport and leisure within Hastings and the 
Bohemia area and asked them about future needs and aspirations. 32 
responses were received, giving a response rate of 44.4%. 
 
5.3.2 Workshops – Bohemia Delivery Group and Sport and Culture  
Bohemia Delivery Group 
In July 2019, the Consultant Team led a workshop with the Bohemia 
Project Team to raise discussions on the facilities, the site and the 
challenges the development will face. This allowed the Consultant Team 
and the Bohemia Project Team to extract discussions and gain in-depth 
information. 
 
Cultural and Leisure Workshops 
The Consultant Team also facilitated two separate sector-based 
workshops for culture and leisure. A cultural workshop was held in August 
and a sport workshop in September. Individuals and organisations within 
each sector were invited to gain insight into the local thoughts on the 
leisure and cultural facilities.   
 
Key Findings 
We have highlighted the key findings from this consultation below:  
o Within the survey we asked which facilities they would like to see 

provided on our study site in the future. The most popular facility that 
clubs wish to see provided is a sports hall and swimming pool (60%). 
Other leading facilities that clubs stated a preference for include 
multi-use games areas (50%), adventure sports provision (40%), 
health and fitness suites (35%), Artificial Grass Pitch (35%) and 
running trails (39%). 

o 78% of clubs stated that they are supportive of plans to redevelop 

and enhance the facilities in the White Rock and Bohemia area. 18% 

indicated that they are neither supportive nor not supportive, and 4% 

said they were not supportive of the project. This high level of 

support indicates that clubs and local organisations are aware of the 

benefits of redeveloping and improving the facilities currently on 

offer at the site. 

o Within the Bohemia Delivery Group, it was stated the facility should 
be reviewed in terms of economic and social benefits due to the 
significant social issues that are within Hastings.  

o The Bohemia Group discussed the meaning of co-location. This could 
be interpreted in different ways – including sharing of resources (e.g. 
car parking / energy supply), creation of a shared atrium, sharing an 
external plaza space etc.  Equally, there may be no physical 
connections or immediate adjacencies between the buildings, but just 
visual links across the site.  

o There is a lack of engagement with hard to reach groups and inactive 
people because facilities are not fit for purpose and are not 
appealing. 

o It was noted that general cost needs to be considered, as well as site 

accessibility given the lower level of local car ownership. Additionally, 

Smart pricing was also mentioned here regarding higher prices for 

tourists during summer months. 

o It was suggested that making the most of the views, both up towards 

the site from the seafront and towards the sea from the facilities 

could be a very valuable USP, setting the area apart from 

competitors.  

o In the main, the local cultural sector wants a subsidised ‘arts centre’ 
type offer, although they recognise the importance of a ‘popular 
entertainment programme’ in Hastings. 
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o The White Rock Theatre is no longer fit for current purpose and has 
little or no potential for refurbishment as the cultural centre 
envisaged in the Options Appraisal Study. 

 
The overall consultation process was extremely beneficial, helping to 
identify and measure the existing need and demand for the development 
of sporting and cultural facilities within Bohemia. The process also 
ensured that all leading partners contributed towards this options 
appraisal study. 
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6. Development Options Overview  
 
6.1 Options Overview  
The focus of this strategic report is on the delivery and financial appraisal 
across a range of development options.  Example site plans and concepts 
are highlighted within this section.  
 
The development of leisure and cultural facilities for Bohemia are 
considered across a number of leading options below. It should be noted 
that whilst the study considers a like for like replacement of Summerfields 
Leisure Centre it does not consider a like for like replacement of the 
White Rock Theatre due to the inherent design shortcomings of the 
current venue.   
 
Option A: Do Minimum Refurbishment 
This option sets out the costs of retaining the existing venues in their 
current configuration with the necessary works to upgrade the facilities 
to modern standards and to extend their lifespan for a further 25 years.  
It should be noted that the costs associated with this option have been 
provided from estimates from the Hastings Estates Team and HQ 
Theatres. The study has not included, both from the original brief and 
also in consultation with the Council Estates Team during this study, any 
detailed condition survey or analysis of the current facilities.  
 
By common consent The White Rock Theatre is no longer fit for current 
purpose and has little or no potential for refurbishment as the cultural 
centre envisaged in the Options Appraisal Study. An Options Appraisal in 
November 2017, led by Cartas Jonas, identified that a ‘do minimum’ 
facility would require: a replacement roof; remedial works to the building 
fabric; full replacement of M&E services including heating and air 
circulation; installation of sound separation to the Main 
Auditorium/Sussex Hall; new seating and a replacement floor in main 
auditorium. Neither the Council nor the current operator have 

undertaken a detailed and costed condition survey; however, based on 
our experience, we estimate the minimum cost of these works could be 
£10m plus professional fees. The Theatre would be required to close for a 
minimum of 12 months and after the works were completed the venue 
would still suffer from inadequate seating capacity for commercial 
operation, limited technical facilities for staging larger scale shows and 
poor customer facilities. We estimate the management fee/subsidy 
required to operate this ‘do minimum’ facility to be in the region of £350k 
per annum. 
 
To address the wider inadequacies of the White Rock Theatre would likely 
take the cost of a full refurbishment to between £25-30m and would 
probably result in a smaller capacity venue with an increased subsidy 
requirement. 
 
Option B: Like for like replacement of Leisure Centre and a New 
Entertainment Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision 
In this scenario, the existing facilities are demolished and replaced with 
comparable new venues that would include the following: 
o New build 4,916m2 leisure centre with 25m 6 lane pool, teaching 

pool, 120 station gym, 2 group exercise studios, 6 court sports hall, 
squash courts, soft play and café 

o New entertainment centre with 1,200 seat/1,800 standing main hall, 
and a destination café/restaurant shared with the leisure centre 

o Public open space and events area  
o New outdoor sports hub with all-weather 3G pitch, extended BMX 

and skatepark, tennis courts and bowling greens 
o 300 space car parking  

   
 
This option sees the White Rock Theatre replaced by a purpose-built 
Entertainment Centre, owned by the Council and run by a commercial 
operator on a 25-year lease. The programme would mainly be 
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commercial music, comedy and pantomime but of a higher quality than 
the current White Rock Theatre programme. Exemplar venues include G-
Live in Guildford, with a capacity of 1,200 seated and 1,800 standing, 
modern technical facilities, first class customer service and hospitality 
facilities and a day-time destination café as part of the public space with 
the new Leisure Centre.  
 
Option C: Replacement Enhanced Leisure Centre, New Entertainment 
Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision 
As per Option B, but with an enhanced leisure centre of 8,894m2 - 
increasing water space with a larger 8 lane pool, learner pool, leisure 
waters with an integrated splashdeck and water fun features which 
include flumes and/or a wave pool provision.  Extended health and fitness 
facilities would include a 150-station gym, 3 studios and the outdoor 
provisions enhancements as per Option B.  
 
Option D: Replacement Enhanced Leisure Centre, New Entertainment 
Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision and Arts Centre 
Option D provides the same leisure and entertainment centre facilities as 
Option C but includes an additional arts centre venue.   This option builds 
on the Entertainment Centre with the provision of Arts Centre facilities 
and programming. It includes a second flexible theatre space for 250 
seated/500 standing and two dance/rehearsal studios for community, 
education and private event use. The Arts Centre would be run by the 
same commercial operator as the Entertainment Centre, but the 
programme would have a higher cultural component, including 
community and educational uses. Exemplar venues include the 
Cornerstone Arts Centre in Didcot and the programme might include 
contemporary dance, small scale drama and children’s shows. It could 
also be a venue for Hastings’ home-grown music scene, amateur 
productions of scale, exhibitions, live cinema and hosting an 
education/community development programme.  

These types of Arts Centres, with a small capacity and high cultural value, 
typically require a subsidy of between £350-500k per annum, but by 
combining with the Entertainment Centre and being run by a commercial 
operator the Consultant Team estimate the subsidy could be reduced to 
£250k per annum. 
 
Option E: Extensively Enhanced Replacement Leisure Centre, New 
Entertainment Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision and Arts Centre 
This option includes the same facilities as Option D, but with the 
expansion of the leisure water offer for the leisure centre and the 
provision of an indoor waterpark including features such as a lazy river, 
wave pool and extended flume rides.  The leisure centre footprint 
expands to over 12,000 square metres.  
 
6.2 Capital Costs Summary  
Figure 6.1 below sets out the summary of the capital cost estimates 
associated with each option.  
 
It should be noted that given the level of information available at this 
early stage of the project, the range of costs provided must be viewed as 
indicative only. They will need to be subject to further scrutiny at later 
detailed design stages (following this study). Should the development of 
the overall project be considered further by the Council, the Cost 
Consultants recommend that the scope and extent of the works is 
confirmed by any appointed Design Team, including input from Structural 
and Services Design Engineers, and that a detailed Cost Plan is produced. 
No input from services or structural engineers has been used to inform 
the costs set out in this report. Allowances are therefore based on typical 
costs per metre squared rates for works of similar type and nature. This 
cost per metre squared is set at a range typical for leisure builds and 
entertainment and cultural facilities at the time of this report being 
produced. In view of the level of information detailed at this feasibility 
stage, attention is drawn in particular to the assumptions and exclusions 
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which are appended to this strategic report. These define the allowances 
and scope of works contained within the respective Orders of Cost. Fee 
estimates have also been included which include slight variances based 
on the size of the capital cost estimates.  
 
Figure 6.1 Capital Cost Summary  
 

Option  Capital Costs 
Leisure  

Capital Costs 
Culture  

Indicative Total 

A. Do Minimum  £12million  £10million   £25.3million 
(inclusive of 15% fee 
estimate) 

B. Direct Replacement 
of current Leisure and 
Primary Entertainment 
Centre 

£17.1million 
(+ Outdoor 
£2.5m) 
£19.6million 

 £29.2million £56.9million 
(inclusive of external 
works estimate £1.95m 
and 12% fee estimate) 
 

C. Enhanced Leisure and 
leisure waters 
Primary Entertainment 
Centre 

£33.3million  £29.2million £71.6million 
(inclusive of external 
works estimate £1.95m 
and 11% fee estimate) 

D. Enhanced Leisure, 
Primary Entertainment 
and Arts Centre 

£33.3million £35.3million £77.9million 
(inclusive of external 
works estimate £1.95m 
and 10% fee estimate) 
 

E. Replacement Plus – 
Waterpark 
Entertainment and Arts 
Venue together  

£43million £35.3million £88.2million 
(inclusive of external 
works estimate £1.95m 
and 10% fee estimate) 
 

 
*NB: Fee estimate levels vary based on projected capital costs 

 

 
6.3 Site Plans and Layouts 
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 that follow set out some initial site layouts associated 
with the spatial options being considered as example site layouts. This 
strategic report highlights the latest work in progress considering the 
spatial planning and challenges of this large and complex site.  As with the 
options described above, the focus has been on the indoor leisure 
facilities and the entertainments and arts venue being developed 
adjacent to one another working as a complex and shared public space. 
This has emerged as part of both the consultation with operators and 
from a design and place-making perspective.  

 
. 

All the outdoor facilities are to be enhanced and redeveloped with 
greater purpose and coherence and the aim to reduce the impact of car 
parking and working towards some solutions for the coach parking on 
Falaise Road.  
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Figure 6.2 Site Plan 1 

 
 
 

Site Plan 1 
The indicative site plan shows the proposed location of the new leisure 
centre, entertainment centre and arts centre adjacent to one another on 
the lower end of the site in close proximity to the seafront and the Pier 
with the formation of a public square. This option creates a strong visual 
and physical connection with the waterfront and the Pier on the raised 
platform of the current bowls green. This option also provides equal 
presence of both facilities taking advantage of the views and connection 
with the town.  
 
The creation of a new public square is also not interrupted by Falaise 
Road and with all the outdoor sports and parking to the west there is the 
retention of openness at this lower end of the site.  
 
This option splits the indoor facilities and outdoor facilities across Falaise 
Road which would require the consideration of an outdoor sports hub to 
service the relevant sports. This option, with the outdoor bowls green re-
located to the north of the west side of Falaise Road, creates potential to 
retain a smaller and more efficient indoor bowls centre, bringing the 
indoor and outdoor bowls together in a more coordinated manner.  
 

 
 

.  
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 Figure 6.3 Site Plan 2  

 
 
 
 

Site Plan 2 
This site plan option retains the approach of shared public space and the 
opportunity for the new public square. The public square is, however, in 
closer proximity to Falaise Road and would require a solution for coach 
parking to have been identified.  
 
This option relocates all indoor and outdoor facilities on the one site. 
However, this results in less connected outdoor sports, especially the 
BMX/skatepark as currently set out.  

 
.  

 
 
 
 
 

. 
 

 
 There is 

also the loss of the linkages of the new facilities to the seafront, Pier and 
the town for these proposed flagship projects.  
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7. Outline Business Case and Evaluation Section  
 
7.1 Introduction 
The leisure and cultural facilities in Hastings (Summerfields Leisure 
Centre, Falaise Fitness Centre and the White Rock Theatre) are 
approaching the end of their useful economic life and are in urgent need 
of major capital investment to secure their long-term futures and 
contribute to the economic and cultural regeneration of Hastings.   
 
This study has found that a do minimum approach is unlikely to be a long-
term or viable option and a major redevelopment is required to deliver 
commercially viable facilities that meet the current and future leisure and 
cultural needs of Hastings residents and visitors.   
 
The Outline Business Case (OBC) has been prepared in accordance with 
the HM Treasury “Guide to Developing the Project Business Case” and 
applying the Five Case Model Methodology. 
 
The OBC makes the case for change, identifying a preferred option which 
optimises public value following a detailed options appraisal, setting out a 
potential procurement solution and confirming the affordability and VFM 
of the preferred option and the arrangements for the successful delivery 
of the project. 
 
The OBC sets out the: 
  
o Strategic Case for redeveloping the facilities that aligns with Council, 

regional and national strategies and priorities, supported by a robust 
needs’ analysis and a clear definition of the outcomes and benefits 
sought.    
 

o Economic Case for change based on a detailed options appraisal 
against a set of clear critical success factors that has identified a 
preferred redevelopment and future operating option.  
 

o Commercial Case for the redevelopment of the facilities that would 
enable an operator to be procured who would deliver the financial, 
leisure, cultural and social value outcomes sought by the Council. 
 

o Financial Case demonstrating that the preferred redevelopment and 
operating options are affordable and would deliver the best VFM 
outcome for the Council over the long term.  
  

o Management Case demonstrating that the redevelopment project 
and future operating arrangements can be successfully delivered by 
the Council and the outcomes and benefits sought achieved.    

 
The preferred option (Option C) involves the replacement of the existing 
facilities with a new, enhanced leisure centre, enhanced outdoor 
provision and entertainment centre (but not at this stage the arts centre) 
as part of a wider mixed-use redevelopment of the Bohemia site that 
involves: 
o Demolition of the existing Summerfields Leisure Centre, Falaise 

Fitness Centre and the White Rock Theatre. 
o The construction of a new wet and dry leisure centre. 
o The construction of a new entertainments centre (and potential arts 

centre).     
o The creation of an outdoor sports hub.   
o The creation of a new public square and event space with improved 

access to the town centre, public transport and the Hastings Pier and 
seafront. 

o  
 

.     
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o Procurement of an experienced external operator (or operators) to 
manage the new leisure and cultural facilities under a long-term 
outcome-based contract.   

 
The new facilities would be expected to generate a revenue surplus for 
the Council which would help offset some of the costs of financing the 
required capital investment.  The total net costs of the preferred 
redevelopment option at £37.3m over 25 years would be less than those 
of the do minimum refurbishment option, confirming the affordability 
and VFM of the redevelopment project.   
 
The business case set out in this section is a critical part of the overall 
feasibility study and will help place the Council in a position to seek 
approval for progression to the next stage of the project and the 
development of the design brief.  
 
7.2 Strategic Case 
 
7.2.1 The redevelopment proposal 
The project involves the replacement of the existing facilities as part of 
wider mixed-use redevelopment of the Bohemia site to create a 
financially viable leisure and cultural destination that meets the sport, 
leisure and cultural needs of Hastings residents and visitors and enhances 
the overall Hastings tourism offer.  
 
7.2.2 The case for change 
The Bohemia leisure and culture development will contribute towards a 
number of local, regional and national strategies and plans which are 
included in Section 4.  
 
The government’s ‘Sporting Futures’, a strategy for an active nation, and 
the subsequent Sport England strategy ‘Towards an Active Nation’ look 
beyond simple participation to how sport changes lives and becomes a 

force for good. The strategy seeks to increase the number of people who 
engage in sport and activity, not for its own sake but for the wider 
benefits it can bring, in terms of physical and mental wellbeing and 
individual, community and economic development. 
 
Sport England’s contribution to support delivery against the five 
government outcomes focuses on two areas, each with a number of 
specific aims, which are: 
o More people from every background regularly and meaningfully 

engaging in sport and physical activity 
o Inactive people becoming active 
o More resilient habits 
o More positive attitudes among young people 
o More diverse volunteers 
o Improved progression and inclusion in talent development 
o A more productive, sustainable and responsible sport sector 
o A more demand-led sport sector that welcomes everyone 
o Improved governance 
o Improved financial efficiency 
o Increased and more diverse revenue generation 
o Increased diversity of leadership 
o A diverse and productive workforce 
 
The Bohemia leisure and culture development will contribute to the aims 
within these two areas as follows: 
 
More people from every background regularly and meaningfully engaging 
in sport and physical activity.   
The project will:  
o Increase the number of people regularly taking part across a wide 

range of sports, with a focus on reaching out to the less active within 
the local community and working closely with resident clubs.   
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o Increase the number of leisure and community events being held at 
the venue and increase the opportunities for residents to participate 
in and attend such events, especially young people. 

o Continue to provide a base for sports clubs to identify and nurture 
talent.   

 
A more productive, sustainable and responsible sport sector.   
The project will: 
o Provide better quality facilities to satisfy existing demand as well as 

creating new activity areas to attract new users. 
o Improve governance through the procurement of a new operating 

partnership.  
o Create a leisure venue to provide high quality training and 

development facilities to support sports clubs. 
o Deliver a financially robust centre with enhanced and diversified 

revenue generation and more efficient operations. 
 
7.2.3 User Needs Analysis  
Extensive consultation has been undertaken with the sports users, clubs, 
NGBs and other cultural organisations who currently use or would like to 
utilise the leisure and cultural facilities.  The wide range of consultees is 
set out in in Section 4 of this strategic report, the needs analysis findings 
can be summarised as:      
 
o The facilities provided at Summerfields, Falaise and White Rock are 

no longer fit for purpose. 
o Access around the Bohemia site and between the town centre, 

transport hubs and seafront is confusing and unclear. 
o Footfall and participation in leisure and cultural activities would be 

increased with modern, flexible facilities that offered a more varied 
programme of activities.    

o More needs to be provided to attract new users into the venues, 
especially the less active within Hastings and tourists from outside 
the town.   

 
7.2.4 Improved Operating Arrangements 

 
 
 

. 
 

  
 

  
   

  
 
 

 
  

         
  

 
.    

 
7.2.5 Benefits  
A redeveloped Bohemia leisure and cultural offer would bring a number 
of benefits for the Council, local residents and visitors, including: 
o Creating a new integrated leisure and cultural venues for Hastings 

with high quality facilities that increase opportunities for local 
residents and visitors to participate in leisure and cultural activities. 

o Securing a long-term future for sport and the arts within Hastings and 
raising the profile of Hastings as an attractive place to live, work and 
visit.  
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o Financially viable facilities that generate an operating surplus and do 
not require a subsidy from the Council.  

o More energy efficient and environmentally friendly facilities with a 
reduced carbon footprint, which aligns with the Council’s climate 
emergency position of being carbon neutral by 2030.  
 

7.3 Economic Case 
 
7.3.1 Introduction 
This section of the business case sets out the need for the Bohemia 
leisure and culture facilities project based on a detailed options appraisal 
against a set of clear critical success factors that has identified the 
preferred development option. 
 
7.3.2 Critical Success Factors  
A list of Critical Success Factors (CSFs) the project must achieve have been 
identified, against which potential options have been assessed.  These 
CSFs for the project are:      
 
o Increase participation in leisure and culture - promoting healthier and 

more engaged lives 
o Provide a long-term solution for sport, culture and community 

facilities in Hastings and East Sussex 
o Act as a catalyst for the regeneration of Bohemia and overall 

development of Hastings including the visitor economy 
o Provide a positive contribution to Climate Change agenda 
o Offer affordability  
o Offer long-term financial sustainability 
o Integrate and enhance open space 
o Have achievable Timescale and Deliverability 
 
 
 

7.3.3 Long List Options  
A number of long list options for the redevelopment of the leisure and 
cultural facilities have been appraised against the CSFs.  The options 
considered were: 
 
Do nothing 
This option would involve the Council continuing to support the existing 
leisure and cultural venues with no investment in the assets.  There 
would be an increase in the net operating costs of the facilities and there 
would be concerns about the long-term future of the buildings without 
investment, given the age of the buildings and their current condition. 
Therefore, doing nothing is no longer a viable option and has 
consequently been discounted. 

 
Disposal of the facilities  
This option would involve the Council transferring the sites to a 3rd party 
operator(s) under a long lease.  The costs associated with bringing the 
facilities up to a modern standard of provision would limit any 
commercial interest, without major upfront investment from the Council 
and retention of some of its landlord obligations.  Given the likely 
investment costs to the Council together with the lack of certainty that 
any future operator(s) would protect and promote affordable access, as 
well as ongoing landlord obligations, this option is unlikely to be 
deliverable and has consequently been discounted. 

 
Do minimum 
This option would involve undertaking the minimum amount of works 
required to bring the facilities up to modern standards and secure the 
long-term future of the venues.  This option has been shortlisted as the 
base line model against which other shortlisted options can be 
compared.       
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Demolish facilities and develop like for like replacement leisure centre 
and new entertainment centre.  
This option would involve the existing facilities being demolished and 
replacement leisure and entertainment centres being developed on a 
comparable scale, securing a long-term future for the venues and helping 
catalyse the regeneration of Bohemia.  It should be noted that whilst the 
study considers a like for like replacement of Summerfields Leisure 
Centre, it does not consider a like for like replacement of the White Rock 
Theatre due to the inherent design and shortcomings of the current 
venue.  Whilst this option would not be the cheapest option in terms of 
upfront investment, it is expected to deliver the best overall financial 
outcome and this option has therefore been shortlisted.   
 
Demolish facilities and develop enhanced replacement  
This option would involve the existing facilities being demolished and 
replaced with enhanced leisure and cultural facilities, securing a long-
term future for the venues, increasing footfall and participation, and 
helping catalyse the regeneration of Bohemia.  Whilst this option would 
be the most expensive in terms of upfront investment, it is expected to 
deliver a financial outcome comparable with other options and it would 
deliver the highest impact in terms of visitor spend and other social value 
outcomes. Therefore, this option has also been shortlisted.       
 
7.3.4 Short Listed Redevelopment Options 
Five development options have been shortlisted for further detailed 
analysis.  These are:  
 
Option A: Do Minimum Refurbishment 
This option sets out the costs of retaining the existing venues in their 
current configuration with the necessary works to upgrade the facilities 
to modern standards and to extend their lifespan for a further 25 years.  
 

Option B: Like for like replacement of Leisure Centre and a New 
Entertainment Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision 
In this scenario, the existing facilities are demolished and replaced with 
comparable new venues that would include: 
o New 4,916m2 leisure centre with 25m 6 lane pool, teaching pool, 120 

station gym, 2 studios, 6 court sports hall, squash courts and soft play   
o New entertainment centre with 1,200 seat/1,800 standing main hall 

and a destination café/restaurant shared with the leisure centre  
o Public open space and events area  
o New outdoor sports hub with all-weather 3G pitch, BMX and 

skatepark, tennis courts and bowling greens 
o 300 space car parking  
o    
 
Option C: Replacement Enhanced Leisure Centre, New Entertainment 
Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision 
As per Option B, but with enhanced 8,894m2 leisure facilities including 
larger 8 lane pool, 150 station gym, 3 studios and leisure waters.  
 
Option D: Replacement Enhanced Leisure Centre, New Entertainment 
Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision and Arts Centre 
As per Option C but with an additional arts centre consisting of a 250 
seat/500 standing second venue and two dance/rehearsal studios.    
 
Option E: Extensively Enhanced Replacement Leisure Centre, New 
Entertainment Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision and Arts Centre 
As per Option C but with a larger leisure pool. 
 
The financial impact of each of the proposed development options has 
been considered, setting out the case for capital investment based on the 
long-term revenue impact of each option.  
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This will help inform and guide the Council on where best to direct the 
significant public investment required to deliver a more sustainable 
future for leisure and culture and maximise the leisure, arts, health and 
wider social outcomes. 
 
7.4 Evaluation Framework 
  
7.4.1 Introduction to Evaluation Framework  
Having reviewed the general advantages and disadvantages of each of the 
options presented, alongside the overall capital costs the options are now 
reviewed against an evaluation framework which looks to establish which 
of the options is the most viable and sustainable solution for the Council 
and the local community.  Each option has been evaluated according to a 
set of weighted financial and non-financial criteria. These are set out 
below and cover a number of the strategic priorities, consultation 
headlines and the aims and aspirations of the Council (as set out in the 
brief).  These criteria have been reviewed and agreed by the Bohemia 
Project Team and Senior Officers with the Consultant Team.  
 
7.4.2 Criteria for Evaluation 
Each option has been evaluated and scored against a set of weighted 
financial and non-financial criteria to help with a consistent approach to 
appraising them. The criteria that have been utilised are as follows: 
o The extent to which the development will lead to an increase in 

participation in leisure, physical activity and culture and promote 
more active, healthy and engaged lifestyles. 

o The extent to which the investment will provide a long-term 
solution for enhanced leisure and cultural facilities in Hastings and 
East Sussex. 

o Act as a catalyst for the priority regeneration of Bohemia and 
overall development of Hastings, including the visitor economy. 

o Provide a positive contribution to the Climate Change agenda. 
o The affordability of the development option and capital costs. 

o The long-term financial sustainability of the option and the revenue 
impact.  

o The extent to which the option integrates and enhances the open 
space across Bohemia.  

o The potential development timescales and deliverability associated 
with the respective option. 
 

7.4.3 Assumptions 
The construction period is assumed to be 6-12 months for refurbishments 
and 18-24 months for new build, with construction expenditures spread 
evenly over these periods. Works would be phased to ensure that the 
current facilities remain open whilst any new build is being developed 
within the new build scenarios.  
  
Alongside the detailed operational revenue planning that has been 
undertaken for each option, the capital delivery programme for funding 
the project has also been set in alignment with the Council’s own internal 
financial model. Each option has been modelled with funding provided 
through borrowing. The new build options have been factored over a 40-
year period with the refurbishment option over 25 years. Each option has 
an interest rate of 3% (based on Public Loans Work Board published 
interest rates at the time of this report). 
 
7.4.4 Evaluation Scores 
In order to compare the options in a consistent manner, we have scored 
the non-financial criteria out of 5, using the scale that is indicated in 
Figure 7.1 below.  
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Figure 7.1:  Scoring Criteria   

Figure 7.2 sets out the non-financial analysis of the options against the 
evaluation criteria. 
 
Figure 7.2: Evaluation of the Options  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Criteria Score 

Requirements met, no reservations at all  5 

Requirements met, but with some reservations  4 

Requirements met adequately, but with reservations 3 

Requirements only partially met  2 

Significant reservations and unlikely to be acceptable 1 

Fails to meet requirements  0 
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7.4.5 Evaluation Review  
Commentary and evaluation of the score received by each option is 
provided below. 
 
Option A – Refurbishment of Summerfields Leisure Centre and White 
Rock Theatre – Score of 150 
In effect, this option fails to address a number of key strategic objectives 
and priorities, not least the aim of providing new facilities at the site that 
support an aspiration to increase levels of participation in leisure and 
cultural activity within Hastings.  
 
This option has the lowest capital cost requirement but does not provide 
a long-term solution for either of the two lead facilities or the Bohemia 
area. It does not enhance the facility mix and range of activities that can 
be offered and does not include any investment into facilities within the 
open space.  
 
However, whilst for the leisure centre the pool hall is refurbished, this 
option does not include the opportunity to increase the size and flexibility 
of the water space, which is a significant barrier to increasing 
participation in aquatics activity at the site. Likewise, for the White Rock 
Theatre this does not address any of the shortcomings of the current 
theatre space. 
 
Whilst in pure capital outlay terms this option comes with a lower cost, 
the Consultant Team feel that this option would to an extent only “paper 
over the cracks” in many areas of both ageing facilities. It is our view that 
it does not provide a solution that resolves all identified shortfalls within 
the leisure centre and theatre.  
 
It is also important to note that the works involved within the 
refurbishment and remodelling of the centre would clearly disrupt service 
provision at the site. The work can be phased to ensure that the leisure 

centre does not have to close for an extended period but there will be 
times when key areas of the facility, such as the pool hall, would be out of 
commission whilst works were undertaken. The theatre would need to 
close for a significant period.  
 
This option does very little for the overall regeneration or enhancement 
of the community offer across Bohemia and is unlikely to secure funding 
from external sources or indeed to be viewed as favourable for the 
internal use of resources.  

 
.  

 
Option B Direct Replacement Leisure Centre + New Entertainment 
Centre + Outdoor Facilities – Score 360 
The provision of a new build leisure centre and entertainment centre is 
very positive for Hastings given the age and condition of the current 
facilities. The enhanced outdoor sports facilities and the potential 
development of a new public square is also a notable improvement on 
the current poor status of the outdoor space for leisure and culture and a 
key factor in the overall regeneration of Bohemia.  
 
This facility option for leisure however does not provide much in the way 
of additional provision and its impact on increasing participation and 
revenue generation is not as highly scored as the other options. The focus 
on a lower budget and direct replacement does not address the wider 
demands and needs for Hastings. Whilst the water space is to be more 
flexible and provide a better programme, the capacity of a like for like 
replacement is not extended as it is with other options particularly for 
leisure water provision.  
 
The redevelopment of the White Rock Theatre to a new entertainment 
centre is extremely positive, addressing the key market demand for 
culture within Hastings and working alongside other regional facilities. 
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The scale of the centre enables it to operate without subsidy. This option, 
however, does not address the wider arts centre needs that have been 
identified within the analysis, consultation and the brief.  
 
Option C - Enhanced Leisure Centre + New Entertainment Centre + 
Enhanced Outdoor Facilities – Score 405 
This option scored the highest total across all the options. It provides a 
leisure centre that offers larger facilities, including an increased level of 
water space, leisure water, a better designed sports hall space, a bigger 
health and fitness suite and larger studios. All of these extended facilities 
alongside the enhanced outdoor spaces, will improve the capacity at the 
site. This will help increase the opportunities for participation and 
significantly increasing income generation.  
 
This option secured high scores for increasing participation in sport and 
culture as well as addressing the facility needs for Hastings in terms of 
greater water space and enhanced outdoor facilities.  
 
As with Option B it provides a new build facility that can be developed in 
a more effective and efficient manner to meet modern building 
requirements, investigate effective ways to work towards being carbon 
neutral for Hastings and meet wider market demands and needs.  
 
As detailed earlier within the business case the additional capacity of the 
leisure offer enables a better financial performance for the leisure and 
provides a longer-term net position very similar to Options A and B with a 
higher level of specification and range of services.  
 
As with Option B the entertainment centre meets the leading market 
demand for culture within Hastings.  
 

This is considered the preferred delivery option for the Council based on 
the financial analysis and this combined financial and non-financial 
analysis by the Consultant Team.  
Option D - Enhanced Leisure Centre + New Entertainment Centre + Arts 
Centre + Enhanced Outdoor Facilities – Score 380 
This option scored second highest as it provides the additional arts centre 
to complement the entertainment centre with the same facility mix as 
Option C. 
 
Option D however has additional financial risks associated with the arts 
centre. Not only the additional capital costs and borrowing but also the 

 
 

.  
 
This option does meet all of the needs of the consultation both for leisure 
and culture and is a very close match to meeting all aspects of the brief. 
However, given the financial profile, Option D is considered only 
achievable for Hastings if they can lever in additional capital funding. The 
financial analysis and business case are currently based upon the 
assumed capital receipts for the current Summerfields Leisure Centre, 

 
. Option D with its wider 

specification for arts is considered only achievable if additional capital 
could be secured to reduce the capital financing gap and the overall net 
delivery cost to the Council.  
 
Option E - Leisure Waterpark + New Entertainment Centre + Arts Centre 
+ Enhanced Outdoor Facilities – Score 325 
This option addresses the original wider needs of the Council’s brief and is 
the closest match to the original facility aims of the study providing a 
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destination leisure waterpark venue and entertainment venue and arts 
centre.  
 
The cost and deliverability issues identified for Option E have had an 
impact on the scoring of this option as the increased leisure waters at this 
scale provide only small net impact on the revenue in comparison to the 
impact on capital and running costs. The Consultant Team are concerned 
over the affordability of Option E for the leisure set alongside the subsidy 
required for the arts centre as part of the overall mix. The larger scale 
leisure facility would also put significant pressure on car parking and 
potentially compromise the wider outdoor sports provision needs.  
 
7.4.6 Option Scoring Summary  
Given the results of the evaluation, the refurbishment option scores very 
poorly and appears to be the least viable option as it does not address the 
key strategic priorities and objectives of the brief and the aspirations of 
the Council. The longer term financial costs of Option A compare very 
poorly to the new build options given the ongoing subsidy associated with 
both the leisure and culture facilities, which will deliver little 
improvement on the current programme and activity.  
 
Given that new build and redevelopment of the two facilities is the most 
effective use of the Council’s investment the evaluation of what level of 
investment and service has directed us towards the option which delivers 
the best outcomes for the Council.  Option B does provide a very positive 
solution at a lower cost than those that are associated with the other new 
build project but is limited in its ability to increase the capacity of the 
offer for leisure. This is particularly relevant when considering the 
swimming pool space requirements in Hastings and the evident demand.  
 
The financial analysis has shown that Option C provides a notable 
increase on leisure capacity, water space alongside the provision of a new 

entertainment centre and scores the highest. Therefore, this is emerging 
as the preferred option for the Consultant Team.  
 
Options D and E are considered as higher risk for the Council to deliver 
with the current potential development funding package that has been 
identified so far by the Bohemia Project Team. Option D is potentially 
deliverable, meeting the majority needs of the original brief but only if 
additional resources can be identified from other locations or 
developments in Hastings. The Consultant Team view Option E as too 
high risk and unaffordable for the Council to pursue. The view of the 
Consultant Team is that the potential delivery of Option B is a minimum, 
Option C is the preferred priority and Option D is subject to additional 
development funding opportunities or external grant aid to be identified 
by the Council.  
 
Option C, the enhanced leisure and cultural offer scores best overall of 
the shortlisted option against the weighted evaluation criteria and has 
been identified as the preferred development option.  
 
7.5 Future Management Options 
The existing management and operational arrangements for both the 
leisure facilities and the White Rock Theatre are based on the Council 
seeking to achieve the best financial outcome, whilst ensuring the venues 
continue to offer an affordable and accessible programme of leisure and 
cultural activities. The leisure facilities at Summerfields and Falaise are 
managed under a long-term management contract by Freedom Leisure, a 
Sussex based leisure charity that manages a number of public leisure 
centres across the Sussex and elsewhere in the UK.  The White Rock 
Theatre is managed by HQ Theatres, a leading commercial operator of 
theatres and cultural venues in the UK.  The leisure centre is not 
subsidised by the Council, although it does have to invest in the facilities 
as part of its landlord obligations.   The theatre contract is currently on a 
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£350,000 per annum subsidy which has been reduced from £650,000 in 
previous years. 
 
Going forward any future management arrangements need to build on 
and embed the strategic priorities of the Council, focused on increasing 
community participation in leisure and cultural activities and delivering 
improvements in residents’ health and wellbeing, whilst ensuring the 
facilities are operated as efficiently as possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.   
 
7.5.1 Long List of Service Delivery Options  
There are several service delivery approaches that are usually considered 
as part of management options appraisals for community leisure and 
cultural facilities. These are highlighted within this section. However, 
given the current arrangements it is the view of the Consultant Team that 
some options can be eliminated from the process at an early stage. 
 
Consideration has been given to the operating model and the 
configuration of facilities and the potential variations of delivery 
solutions. It is assumed that the Council would retain ownership of the 
built assets and that TUPE would apply in all instances.  
 
The broad delivery options that have been considered and the likely 
suitability of each is summarised as follows: 
 
7.5.2 Direct In House Provision 

The Council no longer manage or operate any major leisure or cultural 
facilities, and there is no existing leisure or culture management team or 
experience of operating facilities of this nature.  Bringing outsourced 
leisure services back in house very rarely if ever, occurs as the costs of 
doing so are often significant.  It would result in the loss of the VAT 
exemptions  

 
 

   
 

.  The Council would need to 
undertake a detailed appraisal of the likely costs of bringing the services 
back in house against the potential benefits.         
 
As control and influence can be achieved through effective partnership 
and intelligent client arrangements, there is no obvious case for 
considering this option further. This option is not recommended for 
further consideration. 
 
7.5.3 Establishing a wholly owned and controlled not for profit company  
Local authorities have the powers to establish a wholly owned and 
controlled company to deliver services (often referred to as a WOC or 
LATC). This in effect is similar to direct in-house provision, although there 
are currently NNDR (National Non-Domestic Rates) and VAT advantages 
to this type of model.  For the same reasons as highlighted above in 
option a (direct in-house provision), that is the lack of venue management 
expertise and capacity and TUPE costs, this option is not recommended 
for further consideration. 
 
7.5.4 Establishing a new Charitable Trust (NPDO) 
A non-profit distributing organisation (NPDO), usually referred to as a 
charitable trust, is a well-established delivery model for leisure and 
cultural facilities across the UK. The origins of the current leisure operator 
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(Freedom Leisure) were developed through this route. The establishment 
of local trusts, which were generally formed from within local authorities, 
became a popular delivery model up until 2016 where NNDR, VAT 
advantages and increased freedoms to operate in a more streamlined and 
commercial manner were the main drivers.  
 
In 2016, new EU Procurement Guidance required newly established trusts 
to compete in an open procurement exercise. For the leisure centre, a 
new trust is unlikely to be able to successfully compete in the open 
market against established operators. There are numerous costs 
associated with the establishment of a new trust including: brand 
development; head office overheads; recruiting trustees; and forming a 
Board. There are also other factors to consider including: the cost of 
procurement (a ‘bid team’); development of Business to Business 
relationships (equipment, supplies, agencies, utilities etc.); and ensuring 
the new trust has sufficient reserves at the outset to enable them to 
manage cash flow pressures. Establishing a new Culture Trust would have 
similar costs and the commercial nature of the Entertainment Centre 
proposed does not lend itself to a non-profit ethos. 
 
Given the cost of establishing and procuring a new trust, combined with 
the low probability of a successful procurement outcome for the trust, 
this option is not recommended for further consideration. 
 
7.5.5 Existing Charitable Trust 
There is a well-established and mature market for leisure where 
charitable trusts already have a substantial market share of public leisure 
provision. There are several ‘single contract’ trusts in existence across the 
UK as well as numerous larger operators who have expanded 
considerably from their original ‘host’ authority and now operate a 
sizeable portfolio containing multiple contracts (such as Freedom 
Leisure). These larger trusts often absorb the smaller trusts through a 
procurement exercise. They actively compete with each other and private 

sector/hybrid operators. Whilst leisure trusts are prominent, there are a 
number that operate across both the cultural and leisure spectrum. 
However, these are often more locally focussed than the larger leisure 
trusts. This model currently secures NNDR and VAT advantages brought 
about via their charitable status.  
 
In the culture sector, most trusts operate a single venue or organisation 
and there are no suitable trusts in Hastings.  

 
. Charitable Trusts are a successfully 

proven delivery model and should be considered further by the Council. 
This option is recommended for further consideration. 
 
7.5.6 Commercial Operators / Private Sector Businesses  
There have been notable changes within the private sector in recent 
years and all of the main commercial leisure management operators have 
established their own NPDO model operating vehicles. As NPDO 
businesses, they benefit from a range of NNDR and VAT advantages but 
are distinct from Charitable Trusts and social enterprises due to their links 
back to private sector, profit-making businesses which often have 
contractual controlling powers.  
  
In the cultural sector there are a small number of commercial operators 
and one or two who operate both leisure and culture facilities. Access to 
capital funding via private sector organisations was historically viewed as 
an advantage, although in recent years access to prudential borrowing in 
the public sector has effectively nullified this advantage. For the purposes 
of this stage of options appraisal, private sector businesses operating 
NPDO models are recommended for further consideration. 
 
7.5.7 Community Asset Transfer (CAT)  
Although promoted by government as a tool to provide local 
communities with more and direct control over local facilities, the 
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Community Asset Transfer (CAT) model has generally been successful for 
smaller scale community facilities i.e. local swimming pools and sports 
pavilions, often when facing closure.  A new or existing community group 
would not have the capacity, capability or financial standing to take on 
the operation of the large leisure and cultural venues envisaged.  Whilst 
there may be scope to facilitate CAT arrangements for some of the 
outdoor sports hub facilities, this option is not recommended for further 
consideration. 
 
 
7.5.8 Other 
There are other theoretical models such as a Public Service Mutual and 
Privatisation and divesting from provision entirely. However, neither 
option is considered viable. The Public Service Mutual route requires a 
body prepared and capable of operating major leisure and cultural 
facilities, in addition to successfully winning a procurement exercise. It is 
not considered viable for an entity of this scale.  
 
Privatisation and fully divesting from provision are unlikely to be 
attractive to a wholly commercial operator where commercial 
development opportunities may be limited. Additionally, this approach 
would not be consistent with the Council’s outcome requirements of 
ensuring affordable access to leisure and cultural opportunities.  It is likely 
to be highly contentious and damaging to relations with stakeholders. 
 
In all delivery models considered above, the facilities would remain in the 
ownership of the Council but would be managed and operated by a third 
party under a management agreement and long-term lease. In all 
instances, TUPE would apply if an operator other than the current 
incumbents were engaged to operate the facilities.  
 
7.5.9 Potential for Integrated Management Arrangements  

The preferred option envisages the new leisure and cultural venues 
sitting alongside each other around a new public open space.  Whilst the 
current facilities are managed separately by specialist leisure and 
entertainment providers, there may be scope for one operator to manage 
both venues.   

.  This could 
bring economies of scale and scope for more efficient operations.   
 
The views of the leisure operators suggest that some are, in principle, 
open to combined management of the leisure and cultural facilities.  That 
said, experience from recent procurement exercises indicates that it is 
essential that the cultural facilities are managed by an operator with 
extensive experience and credentials in this market, which most leisure 
operators lack.  It is likely that the separate management of the leisure 
and cultural facilities will deliver the best outcome for the Council, with 
some scope for closer working around the food and drink offer. 
 
7.5.10 Short List of Service Delivery Options  
Following the initial assessment of the broad options potentially 
available, there are three core delivery options that are recommended to 
be taken forward for further consideration. These are:  
o Charitable Trust 
o Private sector NPDO hybrid 
o Commercial operator   

 
7.5.11 Conclusion 
There is unlikely to be any discernible difference between an established 
charitable trust and the private sector with an established NPDO in terms 
of the financial offer and the Council having the security of its contractual 
outcomes delivered. Given the need to maximise market interest in the 
future management of the redeveloped facilities it is therefore important 
to ensure that established charitable trusts, private sector hybrid 
operators and purely commercial operators are encouraged to participate 
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in any future procurement exercise for both the leisure and cultural 
venues.   
 
7.6 Commercial Case 
 
7.6.1 Introduction 
This section of the business case sets out how the procurement of the 
preferred option will be delivered in accordance with procurement 
requirements.    
 
 
 
7.6.2 Market Engagement 
Some informal market engagement has been undertaken with the 
existing leisure and culture operators to inform the procurement strategy 
and to identify likely market interest in operating redeveloped facilities.  
 
7.6.3 Market Interest 
The discussions with the incumbent operators identified that there would 
be far more interest in operating new facilities rather than running 
refurbished venues with all the constraints this would entail, and that this 
would deliver a better financial outcome for the Council. The loss of 
provision whilst refurbishment works took place would be a significant 
concern for the operators as it would impact on their business plans.  
New build projects and continuity of provision are seen as being much 
lower risk for both the Council and the operators.     
 
7.6.4 Procurement Process and Timetable 
Leisure and cultural management contracts tend to be procured in the 
form of a two-stage competitive tender process, following the 
qualification of potential operators, involving an initial detailed 
submission followed by evaluation and dialogue and then submission of a 
refined, final offer.  The procurements take around 12 to 15 months to 

complete followed by a 3-month mobilisation period before the contract 
commencing.  This could run in parallel with the construction phase of the 
project so that the new facilities would be operated under the new 
contract arrangements.  
 
Leisure operators prefer to use a standard suite of contract documents 
which they are familiar with, consisting of a management contract (or 
concession contract) with a detailed services specification, lease and 
schedule of payment and performance arrangements.  Sport England 
have issued a revised version of their standard contract documents for 
leisure projects and using this documentation is likely to help any funding 
submission from Sport England.  
 
7.6.5 Allocation of Trading and Property Risks  
Operators are generally prepared to take on all trading and property risks 
associated with operating and maintaining leisure and cultural facilities, 
except for latent defects and structural risks.  This assumes the buildings 
are in relatively good condition and detailed conditions surveys have 
been undertaken, or in the case of new buildings warranties can be 
novated.   
 
7.6.6 Rate Relief  
All of the leisure operators utilise some form of not for profit structure to 
take advantage of the mandatory and discretionary rate relief available to 
not for profits.   
 
7.6.7 Length of Contract   
Current leisure management contracts tend to be at least 15 years in 
length (usually 10 years with an option to extend by 5), with some 
extending to 25 years if a capital contribution is required.   
 
7.6.8 Pricing and Programming  
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Operators will require a degree of commercial freedom around 
programming and pricing, to ensure that they can optimise income 
generation and submit a competitive financial proposal to the Council.  
This is especially true around fitness and swimming lessons as these two 
activities account for a large proportion of any leisure centres’ total 
income. For the Entertainment Centre a detailed set of KPI’s can be 
agreed with the operator covering programme and other matters. 
 
7.6.9 Procurement Strategy  
To enable a new operator to be appointed and allow for a 3-month 
mobilisation period, a decision would not need to be taken around 
procuring an operator until the construction phase had commenced, 
assuming a build phase of at least 18 months.   
 
The following key activities would need to be completed by the Council: 
o Secure formal approvals for the project and the funding package. 
o Sufficiently develop the design and costs of the development 

proposals, so operators have clarity as to the future layout, 
schedule and range of facilities they are bidding to manage. 

o Prepare a schedule of works that details how the complex phasing 
of the various stages of the development project would take place. 

o Prepare a lifecycle maintenance cost plan that provides sufficient 
detail of the projected costs of maintaining the new facilities over 
the term of the new contract. 

o Prepare and approve the formal tender and contract 
documentation, including the management contract, lease, 
specification, maintenance obligations and performance 
management regime. 

o Collate the required tender background information, including 
financial data and user information. 

o Prepare a shadow financial model setting out the projected income 
and costs of operating the redeveloped facilities to provide the 
Council with a minimum expected future revenue position against 

which tender submissions can be evaluated and future affordability 
and value for money can be determined.   

       
7.6.10 Proposed Procurement Timetable  
An indicative procurement timetable is set out below for a management 
contract to give an illustration of the various activities that need to be 
completed.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

STAGE DATE 

Issue Contract Notice Month 1 

Pre-Qualification Stage Month 2 

Invitation to Submit Initial Proposals Month 3 

Submission of Initial Proposals   Month 5 

Evaluation Stage  Month 6 – 7 

Invitation to Submit Detailed Proposals  Month 8 

Submission of Detailed Proposals  Month 11 

Evaluation Stage  Month 12 

Appoint Preferred Partner and Due Diligence  Month 13-14 

Contracts signed Month 15 

New Contract commences  Month 18 

 
7.7 Financial Case 
 
7.7.1 Introduction 
This section of the report sets out the projected net financial impact to 
the Council of each of the development options.  The financial case 
demonstrates that the preferred development option is affordable and 
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will deliver better VFM than the other development options and the 
baseline do minimum option.    
 
7.7.2 Overview of Options – Net Costs  
Each of the development options has been appraised and a 25 year 
financial projection prepared to provide an illustration of the likely net 
costs of each scheme.  
 
The focus has been to identify those options that will generate the 
optimum net financial impact based on the initial upfront capital 
investment and ongoing revenue costs.  
 
All figures are at current prices with no adjustment for inflation.  In some 
activity areas the figures have been adjusted in the first 2-3 years to allow 
the impact of the investment proposals to take effect and for usage to 
increase.   
 
Further work is required to better understand the potential phasing of 
the funding into the project from the residential development and the 
impact this will have on the project and Council’s cash flow.   
 
7.7.3 The Development Options  
Option A: Do minimum Refurbishment 
This option sets out the costs of retaining the existing venues in their 
current configuration with the necessary works to upgrade the facilities 
to modern standards and to extend their lifespan for a further 25 years.  
 
Option B: Like for like replacement of Leisure Centre and a New 
Entertainment Centre 
In this scenario, the existing facilities are demolished and replaced with 
comparable new venues that would include the following: 

o New 4,916m2 leisure centre with 25m 6 lane pool, teaching pool, 
120 station gym, 2 studios, 6 court sports hall, squash courts and 
soft play   

o New entertainment centre with 1,200 capacity main hall and 
café/restaurant  

o Public open space and events area  
o New outdoor sports hub with all-weather 4G pitches, skatepark, 

tennis courts and bowling greens 
o 300 space car parking  

    
 
Option C: Replacement Enhanced Leisure Centre, New Entertainment 
Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision 
As per Option B, but with enhanced 8,894m2 leisure facilities including 
larger 8 lane pool, 150 station gym, 3 studios and leisure waters.  
 
Option D: Replacement Enhanced Leisure Centre, New Entertainment 
Centre and Enhanced Outdoor Provision and Arts Centre 
As per Option C but with an additional arts centre consisting of a 250 
capacity second hall and two dance/rehearsal studios  .    
 
Option E: Replacement leisure and cultural facilities with extensively 
enhanced leisure and arts provision 
As per Option C but with a larger leisure pool. 
 
Figure 7.3 summarises the overall income and expenditure for each 
development option (Year 3).  
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Figure 7.3 – Annual Revenue Projections   
Option 
(000’s) 

Annual 
Revenue 
Position 

Annual 
Financing 

Costs 

Net 
Annual 
Costs 

Net Costs 
Over 25 

years 

NPV 

A      

Leisure (£135) (£517) (£652) (£16,298) (£11,037) 

Culture (£350) (£489) (£839) (£20,963) (£13,820) 

Combined (£485) (£1,006) (£1,490) (£37,261) (£24,857) 

B      

Leisure £251 (£567) (£315) (£7,883) (£5,197) 

Culture £0 (£1,081) (£1,081) (£27,017) (£17,811) 

External works £0 (£94) (£94) (£2,356) (£1,553) 

Combined £251 (£1,742) (£1,490) (£37,257) (£24,562) 

C      

Leisure £404 (£1,218) (£815) (£20,369) (13,429)  

Culture £0 (£1,068) (£1,068) (£26,700) (17,602)  

External works £0 (£94) (£94) (£2,356) (1,553)  

Combined £404 (£2,381) (£1,977) (£49,426) (32,584)  

D      

Leisure £404 (£1,218) (£815) (£20,369) (13,429)  

Culture (£250) (£1,340) (£1,590) (£39,760) (26,212)  

External works £0 (£94) (£94) (£2,356) (1,553)  

Combined £154 (£2,653) (£2,499) (£62,485) (41,194)  

E      

Leisure £292 (£1,661) (£1,369) (£34,231) (£22,567) 

Culture (£250) (£1,340) (£1,590) (£39,760) (£26,212) 

External works £0 (£93) (£93) (£2,356) (£1,553) 

Combined £42 (£3,094) (£3,052) (£76,347) (£50,333) 

 

Figure 7.4 – Net Costs of Options  

Option 
£000’s 

Capital 
Costs 

Indicative 
Funding   

Net Capital 
& Revenue 
Costs 

NPV 
Capital & 
Revenue 
Costs 

Rank 

A 25,300 5,986 37,261 24,857 2 

B 56,910 16,650 37,257 24,562 1 

C 71,661 16,650 49,426 32,584 3 

D 77,938 16,650 62,485 41,194 4 

E 88,170 16,650 76,347 50,305 5 

 
Option B, the like for like development project, will have the lowest net 
project costs of £37.3m (£24.6m NPV) and makes a compelling case for 
investing more than the minimum required in order to deliver more 
extensive leisure, cultural, health and other social outcomes for a smaller 
overall investment.  Option C, the enhanced leisure and cultural offer, 
would have a higher net project cost £49.4m (£32.6m), although this 
option has the potential to generate more external funding to reflect the 
increased provision and outcomes delivered.  The do minimum option has 
similar net overall costs to Option B of £37.3m (£24.9m NPV) and whilst 
the upfront costs are lower,  

.  
 
In addition, Option C will deliver higher footfall levels than a do minimum 
option, and would result in additional social value outcomes, both in 
terms of more people leading more active lives (and the subsequent 
health benefits that can bring) but also the development of an integrated 
leisure and cultural destination for Hastings.  
 
7.7.4 Income and Expenditure Assumptions 
Appendix 3 details leading assumptions for the financial modelling and 
should be read in conjunction with this strategic report.  
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7.7.5 Funding and Affordability   
Significant capital investment is required to fund the redevelopment of 
the facilities.  The expectation is that the majority of the project will be 
funded by the Council by way of a long-term loan, with  

 and funding partners providing grants to support 
the wider social value benefits the project will deliver.   
 
Based on the preferred Option C, the capital costs to be financed are 
£71.7m. This will be funded by the proceeds of the  

, external grants (£1m), and a 40-year Public 
Works Loan Board loan of £55.0m with a fixed interest rate of 3.00%.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.  
 
Each revenue stream has been discounted under Green Book Guidance 
using a discount rate factor of 3.5%.  
 
7.7.6 Sensitivity Analysis  
To take into account the risks of interest rates rising in the period before 
the project commences and the funding is drawn down, a higher interest 
rate of 4% for the loan has been modelled. 
 
The impact of a higher interest rate is that the costs of borrowing rise by 
around £7k per annum for every £1m of borrowings for each option.  The 
financial impact is shown in Figure 7.5.  Option A would now score higher 

financially than the other options as the impact of the higher borrowing 
rate is lower due to the lower capital requirements of this option.    
  
Figure 7.5 – Net Costs of Options with higher interest rate 

Option 
£000’s 

Net Capital & 
Revenue 
Costs 

NPV Capital & 
Revenue Costs 

Rank 

A 40,144 26,758 1 

B 44,565 29,380 2 

C 59,415 39,170 3 

D 73,618 48,533 4 

E 95,653 63,060 5 

 
Whilst the net costs of the refurbishment project are projected to be 
lower overall with the higher interest rate, it should be noted that these 
capital costs for the refurbishment of the leisure centre and theatre are 
based on high level estimated information that the Consultant Team have 
not been party to preparing or have been assessed in detail by the 
Council’s team.  Neither of the facilities have had detailed condition 
surveys and it is highly likely the refurbishment costs would increase once 
more detailed survey work is carried out.  
 
In addition, the do minimum option, whilst scoring higher on the higher 
interest rate financial profile, will not deliver on Hastings’ wider 
regeneration and tourism aspirations for Bohemia or the wider town, nor 
its carbon reduction targets. The difference between refurbishing 
outdated facilities and delivering new build, efficient facilities is only 
£4.4m over 25 years (£2.6m in NPV terms) which, given the wider social 
value and regeneration impact on Hastings the latter would offer, is 
considered by the Consultant Team to offer good value for money.  
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7.8 Management case 
  
7.8.1 Introduction 
This section of the OBC sets out how the project will be managed and 
successfully delivered in accordance with recognised best practice, both 
during planning and implementation and once the new venues open 
under new management arrangements. 
 
7.8.2 Programme and project management  
The Bohemia development project will need to be managed by a 
dedicated project team within the Council led by a Senior Council Officer.   
 
There will need to be separate teams managing the development project 
and the procurement of the new management arrangements, supported 
by colleagues from within legal, finance, procurement and property 
departments. These teams will be assisted by suitably experienced 
specialist external advisors in areas such as design, technical services, 
procurement and legal.   
Detailed delivery plans will be developed for each stage of the 
programme, including:  
o Detailed development of the design brief  
o Planning approvals 
o Procurement and mobilisation of the new management 

arrangements 
o Procurement of the redevelopment works contracts 
o Planning the phasing of works to minimise disruption to users      

 
7.8.3 Approach to management and delivery of benefits  
The new management arrangements will be outcome focused and will 
contain a clear benefits realisation plan that has been agreed by the 
Council. The venue operator’s performance will be measured by the 
Council against the delivery of these benefits, which will be quantifiable 
and measurable.   

 
Benefits to be agreed and measured will be defined during the 
procurement process and are likely to cover the following areas: 
o Increase in usage of the facilities overall and by key groups and 

demographics, such as young people 
o Increase in physical activity rates in Hastings 
o Increase in user satisfaction levels      
o Increased tourism spends within Hastings  
o Wider social value benefits      

 
7.8.4 Post implementation evaluation arrangements  
The Council will implement an appropriate performance management 
regime, with the venue operators tasked with providing the Council with 
regular information about their performance against defined outcomes 
and targets.  This performance information will be agreed with the 
Council prior to contract commencement and subject to regular review to 
ensure it remains appropriate and relevant to the strategic priorities of 
the Council.  
 
Where there are concerns regarding the operators’ performance in 
delivering the defined outcomes and targets, the contracts will contain 
provisions to enable the Council to take action to protect its investment 
and the needs of users.   
 
The contracts will also contain provisions allowing the Council to work 
with the operators to flex the services to better reflect changing user 
needs and the strategic priorities of the Council.   
 
7.8.5 Contingency arrangements 
The operating contracts will contain standard provisions to deal with a 
failure in the operators including step in rights, termination, re-tendering 
and compensation arrangements, to ensure there is continuity of service 
provision and minimal impact on the users.   
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8. Summary  

It is clear from this strategic report and the overall options appraisal that 

investment into replacement facilities for Summerfields Leisure Centre 

and the White Rock Theatre should be the focus for the Council. The 

leisure and cultural offer at these facilities for Hastings residents is not 

only of a poor standard but the potential for significant future costs of 

maintaining and upgrading the current sub-standard facilities will soon 

become a reality for the Council.  

The strategic report has set out the leading options for consideration and 

the financial appraisal focusing on the full delivery costs from a capital, 

revenue and financing perspective.  

The starting point for the Council is clearly to examine the overall 

affordability of such a large-scale project and redevelopment of these two 

important facilities. There is also a notable amount of uncertainty at this 

stage over the full extent of enabling works for such a complex site. Our 

leading site option, at present, attempts to reduce some of that risk with 

 

 

 

.  

The Consultant Team have demonstrated that the provision of a new 

Leisure Centre and entertainment venue, alongside significant 

enhancements to the open space and opportunities for community 

activity at the site, can be a deliverable aspiration for Hasting Borough 

Council.  The extent to which that leisure offer, particularly around 

extended water space and leisure waters, and the cultural offer, notably 

around the extended arts centre, will be dependent on the assessment by 

the Council on the affordability and opportunities to reduce the funding 

gap set out in the initial financial analysis presented in this strategic 

report.  

Whilst any decisions regarding the potential redevelopment of a new 
leisure centre, facilities and a cultural venue for Hastings will be governed 
by financial viability and affordability, the wider community benefit and 
the ability of the site to play an increased role in helping the Council meet 
aspirations across a wide range of agendas should not be overlooked. 
Investment into community facilities will support the Council’s work 
towards their own corporate aims and ambitions and also provide the 
regeneration of a key area that can have a lasting, long-term impact on 
strategic objectives. It is important for the Council to continue to engage 
the various key partners and organisations to ensure a continued 
strategic alignment with appropriate objectives.  
 
The wider value of participation in leisure and culture is recognised across 
a range of policy areas, including health, crime, education, employment 
and regeneration. Bohemia already accommodates strategically 
important facilities within Hastings, and it is essential to ensure that it can 
continue to support the work of a range of local and national partners. 
The study site has the potential to support a sustained increase in the 
quality, quantity and breadth of leisure and culture and the arts for local 
people. Engaging a wide range of partner organisations that can 
potentially support aspects of the capital development, as well as the 
delivery of quality opportunities, will be of great benefit to the leisure and 
cultural landscape.  
 
The Consultant Team are of the opinion that the opportunities for 

securing external funding for leisure, sport, culture, skills, health and 

education will be present for the Council alongside the wider 

regeneration funding opportunities linked to the town’s redevelopment. 

The significant contribution by these two facilities and the development 

of this priority site within Hastings to a wide range of priorities for 
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national partners requires further exploration and work by the Council. It 

should also be noted that further work by the Council is required to gain 

greater clarity on the  

 

. The level of capital input that the Council can 

directly (or indirectly) contribute or gain from development (and funding) 

will have a marked impact on the level of provision for leisure and culture 

that the Council can meet for the Bohemia site and for Hastings overall. 

The future of the Bohemia Masterplan and the evident priorities and 

needs for the provision of improved leisure and cultural facilities will 

require some key actions and decisions to be taken by Hastings Borough 

Council building on the evidence and initial direction provided within this 

strategic report. The Consultant Team consider that the main issues and 

key challenges associated with the overall project, and the actions that 

need to be taken to reduce the affordability gap in the first instance are 

all within the sphere of influence of the Council and it is clear that there is 

a desire to deliver an extended leisure, cultural and community offer 

within Bohemia and for Hastings that meets the needs and demands of a 

growing population and this evolving and developing town for many years 

to come. The Council is committed to investing in the future of Hastings 

and despite the key economic and budget challenges being faced in the 

public sector the proposals for the development of new leisure and 

culture facilities represent an exciting and achievable opportunity to 

deliver on that commitment.   
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